LOGO DESIGN COMPETITION: NEXUS PISA 2018

The main idea behind the logo, "Nexus" Pisa 2018, is based on the
geometric concept (geometric operation) of "rotation". This concept is intrinsically linked to the city of Pisa
and in particular to its most famous monument the Tower of Pisa: a dynamic and always moving building.

For a long time it was thought that this movement was due to the fact that
from the south side the Tower tended to sink more into the ground, but careful investigations found a
surprising sight at first sight: the tower tends to rotate around a rotation center more or less all 'height of
the first cornice.

One of the most interesting geometric elements, related to the theme of
rotation, is certainly the Klein surface (geometr
(geometric variation of a possible immersion of the famous Klein
bottle) by the name of the German mathematician Felix Klein (1849
(1849-1925).
1925). This topological geometry is
generated by the dual rotation, endless and and without continuous solution,, of a section around its center
and an axis. The section in question is a Lemniscate curve of Bernoulli (the
the curve that represents the
infinite).

Starting ffrom this assumption one was conceived the logo that presents
the text NEXUS "wrapped" into a Klein's surface as a nebu
nebula
la orbit enhances the idea of global connectivity.
It should be noted that the font of NEXUS and PISA 2018 text have been specially created using the base
geometry of the same Lemniscate curve of Bernoulli used for the construction of the Klein surface
surface.
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In this way the logo interprets the intrinsic concept of
rotation, expressing in an original way the sense of community and internationality given by the circular
form, using a mathematical entities of great gemetrical and formal appeal.

Finally, the logo has
been modeled three-dimensionally and, thank to a 3d animation.gif (attached file) that expresses the
complete geometry of the idea, it will be possible to use it by Internet communications for a modern
visibiliy of the Pisa conference.

The 3d model can also be printed to become a small gadget
to be delivered to all participants during the conference.
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